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WHAT IS TRACS?

Traffic and Criminal Software
 Installed on over 19K officer laptops (~54%)
Software used in the field by law enforcement to 
collect data
Paid for w/ federal flow thru funds from NHTSA 
(405 funds received by FDOT) 
Funding voted on by Traffic Records Coordinating 

Committee (TRCC)



BETTER DATA, SAFER ROADS

 The purpose of this presentation is to inform the Florida Impaired Driving 
Coalition members of who we are and what we are doing 

 In Florida, impaired driving is involved in about one-quarter of all motor 
vehicle deaths
 While TraCS is primarily a crash and citation system, we collect data on 

most forms used by law enforcement, many of which contain data 
related to alcohol and drug use while driving

 There may be an opportunity to enhance and expand data collection in the 
field at the officer level so that decision makers have the data they need



WHAT LE FORMS PERTAIN TO IMPAIRED 
DRIVING?

 DUI Citation

 Impaired Driving

 Refusal to Submit

 Uniform Traffic Citation

 Boating Citation

 Crash

 Offense/Incident

 Arrest



DUI CITATION



IMPLIED CONSENT



REFUSAL TO SUBMIT



THE “SIX PACK”

TraCS helps the state’s core traffic databases make 
measurable progress in the following areas:
Accuracy
 Timeliness
Completeness
Uniformity
 Integration
Accessibility 



FCIC NCIC INTEGRATION



LOCATION TOOL INTEGRATION



SIGNAL FOUR ANALYTICS

 Maybe one day we 
can see our DUI’s 
on this map!



DUI PACKET

 TraCS would like to build the DUI Packet
 The DUI Packet from FHP is approved by the judicial circuits, so modifications to 

the print out probably should not be made
 Are there additional data elements beyond that we should collect, just not print on the 

“official” packet?
 Should we keep existing fields as is, or modify existing?



FHP DUI PACKET



TRACS DATA SHARING FEATURES

 TraCS features
 Export XML, PDF, & TIFF files
 Transmit capabilities
 SFTP
 FTP

 Email capabilities
 Can email a group upon certain data elements collected on a form



TRACS DRUG RECOGNITION EXPERT 
(DRE)

 Iowa Department of Transportation (IDOT) paid to build the DRE form in TraCS
 Will be free to all TraCS states
 The electronic schema/transmission process to National Highway Traffic Safety 

Administration (NHTSA) is developed and included
 Pending final schema requirements from NHTSA before IDOT releases the form to 

TraCS states 



THANK YOU FOR YOUR
FEEDBACK & SUPPORT!
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